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  杭州西湖主要由一山，二塔，三堤，三岛，五湖构成。其美景不仅
春天独有，夏日里接天莲碧的荷花，秋夜中浸透月光的三潭，冬雪后疏
影横斜的红梅，无论何时来，都会领略到她不同的风采。
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All-in-one travel tips for 
West Lake in Hangzhou

Hangzhou’s West Lake consists of one hill, two 
pagodas, three embankments, three islands and 
five lakes. The scenery changes from season to 
season with green lotus and flowers stretching 
to the horizon in summer, shimmering ponds in 
moonlit autumn nights, and shadows of plum 
blossoms on the winter snow. Each season 
offers a uniquely beautiful view.
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Cruise on West Lake
You can’t visit West Lake without going on a boat trip. There are a variety of 

boats to choose from: electric boats, large manned rowing barges and small 

rowing boats providing different routes on the lake.

1. Different from those large boats, manned rowing boats on Western Lake offer a unique 
experience, particularly if you take the trip on the night of Mid-autumn Festival, it is a once 
in a lifetime experience. You are usually given a roundtrip price, but during peak seasons 
or for night tours, the routes are often reduced to one-way journeys setting off from either 
Hu Bin (lakeside) or from Broken Bridge and going to Mr. Yang’s embankment. You are 
advised to clarify with the staff first before setting off to avoid any misunderstanding.
2. Each manned rowing boat has 4-6 seats. You can either pay to hire the whole boat or 
join others to make up a group and share the cost. 

1. There is no need to rent a bike to enjoy the stunning 
scenery on either side of Su Causeway. If you do want 
to rent a bike then you’ll need to rent one from outside 
the entrance. Bike rental inside is very expensive and a 
bit of a rip-off.
2. Many tourists come to Su Causeway, however most 
of them will stick to visiting the Lei Feng Pagoda and 
Fish Viewing at the Flower Pond ‘Huagang Guanyu’. 
So, the further you walk along the causeway the less 
people there are. It will get busy again closer to the 
Curved Yard and Lotus Pool ‘Quyuan Fenghe’.

TIPS

TIPS
Dawn on the Su Causeway in Spring ‘Suti Chunxiao’
Su Causeway is the most notable of West Lake’s 10 famous scenic spots. In the years that famous poet Su 

Dongpo governed Hangzhou, he ordered the dredging of West Lake to build a causeway and separate the 

lake into two parts. This causeway was later named after him and features six stone-arched bridges named: 

Yingbo (reflecting the waves), Suolan (locking the waves), Wangshan (looking at distant hills), Yadi (causeway 

ballast), Dongpu (eastern ford), Kuahong (spanning rainbow). Once you leave the east gate of the Fish 

Viewing at the Flower Pond ‘Huagang Guanyu’, you’ll find yourself at Su Causeway.

The beauty of Su Causeway is not just the way it crosses over West Lake, but also in its rich plant life such 

as the fragrant camphor trees which make it evergreen. Spring is particularly beautiful when peach blossoms 

are in full bloom and trees are full of fresh young leaves. This captivating sight coupled with a lovely spring 

breeze, really does make one feel carefree and relaxed.
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1. From this site you can enjoy a panoramic view of the entire West Lake. Every year 
from 14th to 16th of August, a Mid-Autumn festival celebration is held here.
2. Bai Causeway is the closest area for parking spaces, usually it is 5 yuan/hour but the 
price increases on weekends to 10 yuan/hour, national holidays to 15 yuan/hour and 
Spring Festival to 20 yuan/hour.

Curved Yard and Lotus Pool ‘Qufeng 
Heyuan’
Throughout the park you’ll find over 100 different types of lotus flowers in the 

many large and small ponds. The abundance of lotus flowers in the pond at the 

Curved Yard is especially charming. People enjoy coming here to cross the small 

bridges and reflect on the beauty of the flower blossoms.

Located within the Yue Lake scenic area, this Curved Yard is one of the 

remaining original sites written about by Qing Dynasty Emperor Kangxi. Its 

Bamboo Garden was also one of West Lake’s most famous gardens, serene and 

elegant.

Melting Snow on the Broken Bridge 
‘Duanqiao Canxue’
Leaving the Autumn Moon on a Calm Lake ‘Pinghu Qiuyue’, if you go from 

west to east across the Bai Causeway you’ll arrive at the Broken Bridge. This 

bridge is the only route to Gu Mountain and the view from here when Gu 

Mountain and West Lake are covered in snow is spectacular. The Broken Bridge 

is largely known for being the setting for the famous “Legend of the White 

Snake”. For the best view of melting snow here you do not stand on the bridge, 

but actually stand on the opposite embankment or hill. From there you will 

be able to see the whole scene of the protruding bridge and melting snow that 

glitters like a broken chain of silver.

Autumn Moon on a Calm Lake ‘Pinghu 
Qiuyue’
This long and narrow garden side lake is the perfect place for admiring the moon, 

tasting tea and relaxing. The sight of the Autumn Moon at West Lake has been 

known for its beauty since ancient times and has been the inspiration for many 

poems and paintings. Actually its beauty lasts much longer than the autumn, as 

Qing Dynasty poet Luo Chengxiang wrote: “The breeze of summertime and 

sunshine of winter passes through the window, rolling up the curtain we see the 

bright moon in front of the mountain scenery".

TIPS
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3. We recommend taking the route: Broken Bridge - Bai Causeway - Gu Mountain - Xiling 
Print Company (after the gate is Louwai Lou restaurant). 
Another option is: Qiu Jin tomb - Pan Tianshou Memorial Hall - Su Xiaoxiao’s Tomb - 
Autumn Moon on a Calm Lake - Yue Temple (Su Causeway) - Zhao Gong Causeway.
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Three Pools Mirroring the Moon ‘Santan 
Yinyue’
Three Pools Mirroring the Moon is one of the southern Yangtze river’s 

masterpieces. Also known as “Little Yingzhou”, it is the largest island on West 

Lake and has been praised as a top rated scenic spot in the park. The three bottle 

shaped pagodas here are especially iconic and can be seen on any 1 yuan note of 

Chinese currency. 

The structure of each of the pagodas has five holes. Around Mid-Autumn 

Festival candles are placed inside the pagodas and the candlelight that passes 

through the holes reflects on the water to resemble 33 moons. Those who come 

by boat to admire the full moon will see a silver sheen across the lake, as well as 

all the different moons including the one in the sky, its reflection in the water, the 

moons from the pagodas and the moon in your heart. 

Orioles Singing in the Willows ‘Liulang 
Wenying’
Orioles Singing in the Willows ranks fifth in the list of the 10 scenes of West 

Lake. A former imperial garden of the Southern Song Dynasty, this public park 

is made up of four scenic spots named: Friendship ‘Youyi’, Singing Orioles 

‘Wenying’, Gathering Point ‘Jujing’ and South Park ‘Nanyuan’. This ornamental 

garden exudes a simple elegance featuring willow trees, cedar trees, Yulan 

magnolia, a variety of peach trees, Chinese roses and many other flowers. This is 

also known as the preferred scenic spot of historically famous Chinese beauty Xi 

Shi for its waterfront view, unobscured horizon and fresh air which leaves one 

feeling refreshed. Its name came from the presence of oriole birds who arrive in 

springtime and sing from the willows. 
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The best place to take photos in Little Yingzhou is the zigzagged Bridge of Nine Turnings 
with its low walls and decorated windows, and buildings such as ‘Ting Ting Pavilion’ and 
‘Kaiwang Pavilion’. The south eastern edge of Little Yingzhou also makes for a great 
photo, using the three stone towers and lake as the background.

The optimal time of year to visit this scenic spot is around Qingming festival in April when 
you can see the young green leaves of the trees and hear the oriole birds singing. TIPS

TIPS
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1. There is a lift inside the tower, its recommended to start off by taking this right up to the 
top level where you can enjoy a full view of West Lake and the surrounding mountains. 
From there you can walk down and see the different exhibitions on each floor, this 
method can help you avoid getting too tired from climbing up and down the tower.
2. A Leifeng Pagoda Photography Guide
The best season for photography at Leifeng Pagoda is the summer,  at this time of 
year the sun is particularly bright which means you will be able to capture spectacular 
sunsets. Half an hour before and after sunset is the best time to take photos, in general 
this is 17:00-19:00 in the summer and 16:00-18:00 in the winter. If you like you can arrive 
slightly earlier and familiarise yourself with the area.
The best place to take photos is the Sunset Pavilion in Changqiao Park, next to the 
pagoda. It is very easy to find this location and is only three minutes walk from the 
pagoda on the side of West Lake.

TIPS

Sunset at Leifeng Pagoda ‘Leifeng Xizhao’
Leifeng Pagoda is one of West Lake’s most iconic spots. It was originally built at 

the order of King Qian Hongchu of the Wuyue Kingdom to celebrate the birth of 

his son. The pagoda looks especially majestic at sunset, when its shadow hangs 

in the air. These days historic relics of the tower can only be found inside the 

tower on the second floor, surrounded by a glass case you’ll find some remnants 

of the ancient brick tower, as well as some relics that have been excavated. Apart 

from this, the rest of the tower has been rebuilt and is made up of more modern 

elements.

The Evening Bell at Nanping ‘Nanping 
Wanzhong’
Nanping Hill stands at 100 metres high with lush forests and marvelous cliffs. 

At the foot of the hill is Jingci Temple inside where the melodious evening bell 

rings every day around 16:00. Once the bell has been struck by the large wooden 

mallet, you can feel the temple really come to life. It is also important to note that 

the temple is the location where Master Jigong practiced and eventually passed 

away. On the western side of the temple’s Hall of Great Strength you will see 

wonderful colours on the ancient timber. It is said this is the last remaining piece 

of timber to be used by Master Jigong to restore the temple after it burned down.
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